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A 23 0 CONICAL DIFFUSER AT SUBSONIC MACH NUMBERS 
By Jerome Persh 
SUMMARY 
An investigation was conducted to determine the effect of surface 
roughness on the performance of a 230 conical diffuser with a 2:1 ratio 
of exit to inlet area and with a constant-area tail pipe about 3~ inlet 
diameter s in length . The inlet -boundary-layer thickness wa s of the 
order of 5 percent of the inlet diameter. The air flows used in this 
investigation cover an inlet Mach number range from 0.10 to 0 . 64, cor-
responding to Reynolds numbers of 106 to 6 X 106 based on inlet diame -
ter. The surface of the diffuser was coated with cork particles of a 
controlled size. Incremental bands of roughness were removed from the 
downstream edge after each series of pressure measurements were made 
and the variation of diffuser performance with percent of diffuser 
length roughened thereby determined. 
The total-pressure losses increased considerably as the extent of 
the roughness was increased in the downstream direction from the smooth 
condition to about 48 percent of the diffuser length . The total-
pressure-loss coefficient diminishe d smoothly from a maximum value when 
about 48 percent of the diffuser length was roughened to a value less 
than that measured at the t a il - pipe exit for the smooth-surface diffuser, 
when the diffuser was almost fully r oughened. The stetic-pressure 
recovery diminished as the extent of the r oughness was increased from 
the smooth condition to the almost fully rough condition. The results 
indicated a progressive diminution of the static - pressure recovery and 
a continuous increase in the total - pressure losses a s the inlet Mach 
number was increased for all configurations. In contrast to the fluc -
tuating flow found in the same diffuser with smooth walls, the flow was 
steady for all r oughne ss configurations. Flow separation was not found 
at the diffuser exit for any r oughness configuration, although the same 
diffuser had substantial separ ated areas in the smooth condition. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Most recent research has associated the inefficiency of wide - angle 
diffusers with the separation of the boundary layer. However, little 
is known of the mechanism of turbulence and its relationship to the 
characteristics of the boundary layer . 
Experimentally it has been shown that the losses in wide-angle dif-
fusers far exceed those anticipated from the skin friction alone . The 
additional losses, above those chargeable to skin friction, have been 
attributed to the unstable conditions accompanying boundary-layer 
separation. 
From experience gained in pipe flow experiments, it would be expected 
that surface roughness would produce total- pressure losses proportionately 
higher than a r e found in the same smooth-surface diffuser. If, however, 
the surface r oughness alters the turbulence structure of the boundary 
layer, as is the case for boundary-layer control devices such as vortex 
generators, a quite different result may be obtained. R. Jones and 
D. H. Williams (reference 1) found experimentally that when the back 
half of the upper surface of an R.A . F. 34 airfoil section was roughened, 
the values of maximum lift coefficient were substantially the same as 
found on the all-smooth- surface airfoil section, while the profile drag 
was appreciably dilninished at high values of lift coefficient. This 
result i ndicated that roughening the airfoil surface in the region of 
adverse pressure gradient sufficiently changed the turbulent mixing 
process to produce the favorable result of reducing the profile drag . 
With the advent of effective boundary- layer control devices which 
alte r the turbulence structure of the boundary layer, it is of utmost 
importance that some inSight be gained as to the factors which control 
this phenomenon. At the present time little is known about the mechanism 
which affects the ability of the turbulent boundary layer to transmit 
momentum. Inasmuch as the theoretical analysis of this problem appears 
remote, r esearche r s must resort to experimental projects to determine 
the over - all effects rather than the underlying basic phenomena. 
The present investigation was undertaken to obtain sufficient data 
to allow study of the effects of va r ying extents of surface roughness 
on the total- pressure losses and static- pressure-recovery characteristics 
of a 230 conical diffuser with a 2 : 1 ratio of exit to inlet area and with 
a constant-area tail pipe about 3~ inle t diameters in length . The inlet -
boundary- layer thickness was of the order of 5 percent of the inlet diam-
eter . The data presented herein cover an inlet Mach number range from 
about 0 .10 to 0 . 64 corresponding to Reynolds numbers of 106 to 6 X 106 
based on inlet diameter . The surface of the diffuser was coated with 
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cork particles of a controll ed size . Incremental bands of roughness were 
removed from the downstream edge after each series of pressure measure-
ments wer e made so that the variation of diffuser performance with per -
cent of diffuser length could be determined . For each configur a.tion 
pressur e measurements were made from which the total- pressure - loss coef-
ficient) the static - pressure- recovery characteristics) and the longi -
tudinal variation in static pr essure wer e determined. Boundary- layer 
velocity profiles ar e presented at the diffuser inlet) the diffuser exit) 
and the tail- pipe exit . 
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SYMBOLS 
static pr essure 
total pr essure 
Ma.ch number 
impact pr essure (h - p) 
weighted total -pressure loss from pressure surveys 
wall static - pressure r ise 
change in impact pr essure 
radius 
distance along l ongitudinal axis 
perpendicular distance f r om diffuser wall 
local velocity within boundar y l ayer 
r oot -mean- square f l uctuating velocity in axial direction 
l ocal velocity at edge of boundar y layer 
velocity r atio for incompr essible flow ~ 
weight f l ow 
boundar y- l ayer thickness at O. 95ij 
h - Pwall ) 
~ax Pwall 
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b* boundary-layer displacement thickness for incompressible 
e boundary-layer momentum thickness for incompressible 
H boundary-layer shape parameter for incompressible flow 
T O/2q skin-friction coefficient 
Diffuser performance parameters: 
Subscripts: 
o 
1 
6 
7 
total-pressure-loss coefficient 
diffuser effectiveness 
reference conditions 
diffuser inlet conditions 
diffuser exit conditions 
tail-pipe exit conditions 
to conform with stations designated 
in reference 2 
APPARATUS AND TESTS 
General arrangement.- The apparatus used for this investigation is 
shown in figure 1. A part of the investigation reported in reference 2 
was made by using this apparatus. The duct system consists of a 230 coni-
cal diffuser with a 2:1 ratio of exit to inlet area joined to a 21-inch 
cylindrical approach tube approximately ~ inlet diameters in length. 
j 
r-
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The junction between the approach tube and diffuser was formed as a 
circular arc of 5~ - inch radius, tangent to both the i nlet cylinder and 
diffuser cone . A discharge tail pipe of approximately 3~ inlet diameters 
in length was attached to the diffuser exit . A photograph of the duct 
arrangement is shown in figure 2. The exit-pr essure - loss rakes indi -
cated in the photograph were not in place fo r this invest igation. 
Roughness particle size.- The wall skin-frict ion coefficient TO/2q 
was the factor by which the size of the particles used to produce the 
surface roughness was selected. For this investigation the average skin-
friction coefficient was to be approximately three times that for the 
smooth surface . The average skin-friction coefficient for the smooth-
surface diffuser is of the order of 0 . 0012 over the r ange of Reynolds 
numbers investigated. To produce a skin-friction coefficient approxi-
mately three times the smooth-surface value, it was found, by using the 
data of J. Nikuradse (reference 3), that it was necessar y to use particles 
of about 0 . 100 inch in diameter. By using cork particles that would pass 
t hrough a standard 8-mesh-to-the-inch scr een but be retained on a standard 
14-mesh screen, it was possible to approximate the desired particle size. 
The mean diameter of the part icles used is 0 . 098 inch, and the data of 
reference 3 indicate that the average skin-friction coefficient for rough-
ness made up of these particles is 0.00350. No Reynolds number effect on 
the value of TO/2q was considered because the curve given in reference 3 
of TO/2q against Reynolds number indicates little variation in TO/2q 
with Reynolds number over the range of Reynolds numbers encounter ed in 
this investigation. 
The cork particles were cemented uniformly about the entire interior 
surface of the diffuser between the pOints indicated in figure 1 . To 
avoid a ledge effect as the flow enters the diffuser, the leading edge 
of the roughness was placed about ~ inch do,~stream of the midpoint of 
the junction arc) and buffed and smoothly faired from the leading edge 
to a point about 2 inches downstream. A photograph of the diffuser with 
the roughness installed is shown in figure 3. 
Description of configurations.- The first series of pressure measure-
ments were made with 97.5 percent of the diffuser length roughened. This 
condition is designated as configuration I. Incremental bands of cork 
were r emoved from the downstream edge after each series of pressure meas -
urements were made so that the variation of the diffuser performance with 
percent of diffuser length roughened could be determined. After each 
band of r oughness was removed, the surface of the diffuser downstream of 
the trailing edge of the roughness was carefully sanded to insure a 
smooth surface. Succeeding configur ations were tested with 70 percent, 
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47.7 percent, and 4. 70 percent of the diffuser length roughened. These 
conditions are designated as configurations II, III, and IV, respectivel
y. 
Instrumentation.- A series of static-pressure orifices were installed 
along one generatr ix of the diffuser and tail pipe to record longitudin
al 
pressure distributions . At stations 1, 6, and 7 (fig. 1), wall static -
pressure measurements were made at six equally distributed positions . A
ll 
static-pressure orifices were connected to a multitube manometer and 
pressures recorded photographically . Total- and static-pressure surveys
 
were lI18de at stations 1, 6, and 7 for configurations I) II, and III by 
using a remotely controlled electrically driven device which could exten
d 
the p r essure tube acr oss the stream in accurate increments of distance. 
A diagram of the instrument used for pressure surveys is shown in fig-
ure 1. With this pressure tube, it was possible to measure the total 
pressure approximately 0 . 020 inch from the wall. 
To determine whether the flow was symmetrical at the diffuser exit, 
a series of pitot-static surveys were made in four transverse planes, 
by using a pitot - static pressure rake which extended across the stream 
from wall to wall and could be rotated through 3600 during the course of 
the test . A photograph of this instrument installed in the tail pipe is
 
shown as figure 4. The rotating r ake was installed after tail-pipe 
pr essure measurements were made for configuration III and was left in 
place for configuration IV . Because of the presence of the rotating ra
ke 
assembly it was not possible to make any tail-pipe pressure measurements
 
fo r configuration IV . 
Testing procedure .- For each configuration the following series of 
pressure measurements were made ove r the inlet Mach number range in the 
fo llowing sequence: 
(1) Measurements wer e made of the longitudinal wall static -pressure 
distribution . 
(2) For configurations I) II, and III) total- and static- pressure 
surveys were made at stations 7, 6, and 1, in that order, by using the 
exploring tube . For configuration IV, total and static surveys were 
ma de at station 6 by use of the rotating rake and inlet surveys were 
made by use of the exploring tube. 
The intake duct arrangement used for configurations III and IV was 
such as to limit the inlet velocity obtainable with the blowers avail -
able to a value less than that for configurations I and II . Therefore, 
fo r configurations III and IV, it was not possible to cover the complete 
range of air flows investigated for configurations I and II. 
I-
I 
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METHODS AND ANALYSIS 
computational methods .- Since it was impossible to record simul-
taneous upstream and downstream pressure measurements because the inlet 
duct and the diffuser must be free of all obstructions upstream of any 
station at which pressure measurements are being made, it was necessary 
to use a correlating parameter for the computation of the performance 
coefficients . All pressure measurements were referred to the upstream 
total pressure and the inlet pressure ratio Pl/ho was used as the 
correlating parameter for calculating all performance coefficients. 
Calculation of performance parameters.- The volume-weighted mean 
loss in total pressure from the reference station 0 to the station in 
question was computed in the following manner: 
for u(ho 
- hx)Y dy 
&Ox hO - h J X f r 
uy dy 
0 
(1) 
The mean loss in total pressure was computed for both the diffuser 
and the diffuser and tail pipe by using the following relations: 
Diffuser: 
(2) 
Diffuser and tail pipe: 
The rise in static pressure was computed as the difference between 
the arithmetic mean of the six wall static- pressure measurements at 
station 1, and the arithmetic mean of the wall static-pressure measure -
ments at station 6 and station 7. The theoretical gain in static pres -
sure was computed by assuming frictionless one - dimensional flow . 
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Diffuser performance parameters.- In order to provide a basis for 
comparison of the results of the present investigation with those of 
reference 2, the same performance parameters as presented therein are 
used in the current analysis. The coefficients are given as follows: 
(1) The total- pressure-loss coefficient, defined as the mean loss 
in total pressure between stations divided by the inlet impact pressure : 
Total-pressure -loss coefficient 
(2) The diffuser effectiveness, defined as the actual gain in static 
pressure between stations divided by the gain in static pressure possibJe 
with frictionless flow: 
Diffuser effectiveness 
LiPideal 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In the current investigation only the thicker inlet -boundary-layer 
condition of reference 2 was used; for both cases the inlet-boundary-
layer thickness is of the order of 5 percent of the inlet diameter . All 
comparisons between the data presented herein and those of reference 2 
are made for this inlet-boundary- l ayer thickness. 
Performance curves are plotted against the inlet pressure ratio 
Pl / to as in r eference 2 . A curve of inlet flow characteristics is 
presented in figure 5, which gives the variation of inlet Mach number 
with inlet pressure r at io. This correlating paramete r was chosen as 
an approxima te index of inlet Mach number and flow rate . 
Flow in r oughened diffuser. - One of the primary purposes of the 
present investigation was to give detailed attention to the flow in the 
diffuser . In contrast to the flow in the smooth- surface diffuser which 
shifted position from time to time and lacked axial symmetry, the flow 
in the roughened diffuser was steady and had approximately symmetrical 
velocity profiles at the diffuser exit for all configurations investi-
gated . Velocity pr ofiles measured at station 6 with the rotating 
pressur e r ake (fig . 4) a r e shown in figure 6 for configurations III 
and IV. Tuft surveys indicated that the extensive areas of reversed 
flow found in the smooth- surface diffuser were absent in the roughened 
diffuser although very low wall velocities were noted in the downstream 
- ----
N 
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regions . Pressure surveys at the diffuser exit confirmed this observa-
tion . Unlike the smooth-surface diffuser, it was possible to make 
detailed pressure surveys at the end of the conical expansion, because 
of the steadiness of the flow, and to determine the performance parameters 
at the diffuser exit. 
Pressure Survey Results 
As pointed out in reference 2, difficulty in making pressure surveys 
at the diffuser exit made it impractical in that investigation to pre -
sent values of 6h / Qcl at that pOint. In the present investigation, 
however, the steady flow at station 6 made it possible to make detailed 
pressur e sur veys at that point and values of 6h/Qcl are presente d at 
both station 6 and station 7. The diffuser effectiveness is the only 
performance parameter for which a comparison can be made at station 6, 
between the smooth- surface diffuser re sults of reference 2 and the 
roughened diffuser . 
Weight - flow check. - The weight flow was calculated for each configu-
ration at each measuring station to determine whether true mean values of 
total and static pressure are recorded by the pressure tubes used in this 
i nvestigation . The results of this check are shown in figure 7, in which 
the weight flow is plotted as a function of the inlet pressure ratiO, for 
a ll configurations at each of the measuring stations . For all configura-
tions (figs. 7(a) to 7(d)) the weight flows calculated from pitot-tube 
measurements at both the diffuser exit and the tail - pipe exit are 
slightly higher than the weight flows calculated from pitot-tube meas -
urements at the inlet over the entire speed range. This apparent incon-
sistency may partially be traced to the behavior of a total-pressure tube 
in an air stream containing axial fluctuating velocities. As pointed out 
in reference 4 the total pressure r ecorded by a pitot tube in such an air 
stream may be expressed by the following approximate relation: 
h ( 4 ) 
Because U , 2 is always positive, the apparent total pressure is always 
greater than the mean total pressure by the amount of ~(Ui 2). Since 
2 
the axial turbulent fluctuati ng velocities do not contribute to the 
weight flow} it can be seen that the weight flow calculated from total-
pressur e measurements obtained by the pitot - tube method in a str eam with 
axial f luctuating velocities wi l l always be higher than the actual weight 
flow . 
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Tota l-pressure - loss coeffic ient .- The var iat i on of 6bjqc l with 
inlet pressure ratio is shown in figure 8(a ) at the diffuser exit, and 
figure 8 (b) at the tail- pipe exit) for all configurations. At both 
measuring stations) the values of 6h /qc l increased with increasing 
inl et velocity for all configurations. At station 6, (fig . 8(a)) the 
rate of increase of &fqcl with increasing inlet ve locity is approxi-
mately the same for all configurations . It should be noted that the 
values of 6h /qc l for successive configurations I) II) and III are in 
an increasing order) whereas the values of 6h/qc l for configuration IV 
lie between those of configurations I and II . At the tail -pipe exit ) 
(fig . 8(b)) the rate of increase of the values of 6hjqc l for configura-
tion I, with increasing inlet velocity) is approximately the same as that 
of the data of refere nce 2 . However, the rate of increase of th~ values 
of & /Qcl with increasing inlet velocity for configurations II and III 
is somewhat less than that for either configuration I or the smooth-
surface diffuser (reference 2) . 
It should be noted that the calculated values of 6h /Qc l for all 
configurations are slightly lower than the true values . As was shown 
in the pr eceding section, the va lues of total pressure recorded by the 
pi tot tubes are higher than the a.ctual values and therefore when inte -
grated ac ross the stream, result in lower total- pressure- loss coefficients. 
However, the magnitude of this error cannot be ascertained because the 
distribution of ~u ' 2 across the str eam is not known. However, since 
this effect is nearly the same fo r all configurations at any single 
velocity over the speed range , onl y the values of 6h jQcl' not the shape 
of the curves, plotted in figure 6 will be slightly affected. 
Figure 9 shows the variation of 6h/Qc l with percent of diffuser 
length roughene d for both measuring stations at a constant inlet pres -
sure r atio of 0 . 90 . At both the diffuser exit and tail- pipe exit the 
total- pres sure - loss coefficient increased considerably as the extent of 
the roughness i ncr eased from the smooth condition to the 47 . 7 percent 
of the diffuse r length roughened condition. Values of 6h/Qc l at both 
station 6 and station 7 diminished s moothly from the value when 47 . 7 per-
cent of the diffuser length was roughened to values which are less than 
that for the smooth- surface diffuser at the tail -pipe exit, when the 
diffuse r was almost ful ly roughened . This result agrees qualitative ly 
with the r esults of exper iments by R. Jones and D. H. Williams (refer-
ence 1) i n which it was found that when the entire back half of the 
uppe r surface ( advers e pr essure gradient region) of an R. A. F. 34 airfoil 
section was roughened, the profile drag was appreciably diminished at 
high values of lift coefficient . 
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From experiments on rough plates, Tillman (reference 4) found 
that roughness increases the ability of the turbulent boundary l ayer 
to t r ansmit momentum. The results of the current experiment confirm 
Tillmann I s finding to a certain ex.tent, and indicate that this effect 
causes the values of 6h /Qcl obtained with the diffuser almost fully 
11 
roughened, to fall below thuse of the smooth- surface diffuser in spite 
of the increased skin friction . 
Diffuser effectiveness .- The variation of the diffuser effective-
ness with inlet pressure ratio is shown in figur e 10 for both the dif-
fuser exit and the tail- pipe exit, for all configurations. For compari-
son pur poses the curves of 6P/ 6Pideal from reference 2 have been 
added . In figure 10(a), which shows the diffuser effectiveness measur ed 
at station 6, the values of 6P /6Pideal for configurations I and II 
diminish with increasing air flow at a slightly greater rate than do 
the values of 6P !6Pideal fo r the smooth- surface diffuser and are 
approximately 87 per cent of the smooth- surface values over the r ange of 
air flows investigated. At the lower air flows the values of 6P / 6Pideal 
for configurations III and IV are appreciably higher than those for the 
smooth- surface diffuser . However, the values of 6P/ 6Pideal diminish 
rapidly with increasing air flow until they appear to fallon the smooth-
surface curve at about ~ = 0 . 90 . The values of 6P / 6Pi deal measured 
at the tail- pipe 
In this case the 
values of Pl / hO 
approximately the 
are approximately 
exit are shown in figure 10(b) for all configurations . 
values of 6P /6Pideal for all configurations and for 
less than 0 . 94, diminish with increasing air flow at 
same rate as the smooth- surface diffuser values and 
95 percent of those obtained in the smooth diffuser. 
Figure 11 shows the variation of 6P /6Pideal' at both measuring 
stations, with percent of d iffuser length roughened at a constant inlet 
pressur e ratio of 0 . 90 . The curves shown in figur e 11 indicate that 
the values of 6P / 6P ' d 1 at both the diffuser exit and the tail- pipe l ea 
exit diminish smoothly with increasing extent of roughness. These curves 
indicate that the static - pressure - recovery characteristics of the diffuser 
are far l ess affected by the r oughness than are total-pressure losses 
discussed in the previous section. 
Longitudinal variation in static pr essure . - The variation in static 
pressur e along the wall of the diffuser is shown in figures 12 to 15 , 
each figur e r epresenting a differ ent configuration. This va r iation is 
shown for a number of differ ent inlet Mach numbers identified by the 
values of inlet pressure r atio Pl / bo ' On each figure a section of the 
diffuser wall is shown with the extent of the roughness indicated. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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To determine whethe r the roughness influenced the wall static -
pr e ssure measurements) a check was made by using an exploring tube set 
sever a l inches from the wall at a number of different longitudinal 
posit ions . For the axial positions investigated it was found that the 
static pressure measured t hrough orifices set in the roughness was very 
close to that measured several inches from the wall in the same transverse 
plane . This agreement is attributed to the extr emely l ow boundary-layer 
velocity close t o the ridges of the roughness particles . On the basis 
of the check made it was as sumed that the static pressure measured through 
the orifices set on the diffuser wall are true values and these are pl otted 
i n figures 12 to 15. It should be noted that no discontinuity appear s in 
the curves of static-pressure distributions (figs. 12 to 15) at the 
tra iling edge of the roughness. 
Figure 16 shows the longitudinal static-pressure distribution in the 
diffuser and tail p i pe fo r several values of inl et pressure ratio Pl/ho. 
The curves of figure 16 have been derived f rom cross pl ots of the data 
given in figures 12 to 15 in order to permit superimposing static-pressure 
profiles for all configurations at common values of inlet pr essur e ratio 
Pl / hO' The longitudinal variation in sta tic pressure for the smooth-
surfa ce diffuser (reference 2) has b een added for comparison purposes . 
The static - pressure distributions in the tail p ipe of configuration IV 
were not measured because of the presence of the l a r ge pressure rake 
install ed at the diffuser exit . It should be noted that the static 
pressur e continues to ris e as the distance along the tail pipe increases 
fo r all configura t ions shown. This condition is due to the natural 
process of the distorted velocity pr ofile at the diffuser exit r ever ting 
to a profile characteristic of fully developed pipe flow . 
Boundary- layer profiles .- The ve l ocity profiles computed from pr es -
sur e measurements made at station 1 a r e shown in fi gur e 17 for all con-
figur ations and velocity pr ofiles at stations 6 and 7 are shown in 
figur es 18, 19, and 20 for configurations I, II, and III, r espectively . 
No boundary- layer pr ofi l es wer e measured for configuration IV . Although 
it is not appar ent because of the sca l e of figures 17 t o 20, the data 
point indicated at y = 0 is approximately 0 . 020 inch from the wall. 
The boundary- l aye r parameters 0, e, 0*, and H given for each of the 
profiles pr esented were computed by using two-dimensional definitions ; 
compr essibility corrections were not included. 
It is of particular i nte r est to compare the diffuse r exit (sta -
tion 6) velocity profil es measured in the smooth- surface diffuser (ref er-
ence 2) and those measured i n the r oughened diffuser. For this compari-
son, station 6 velocity profil es have been plotted i n figure 21 for each 
of the configurations investigated at an appr oximatel y constant inlet 
pressure ratio of 0 . 90 along with a station 6 velocity pr ofi l e measured 
in the smooth- surface diffuser (refer ence 2) at the same inlet pressure 
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ratio Pl / bo . Figure 21 indicates that the flow separation in the smooth-
surface diffuser at station 6 is absent for configurations I, II, and III. 
Although detailed pressure surveys were not made for configuration IV, 
the rotating rake pressure measurements made at station 6 did not indi-
cate any areas of flow separation. These results when considered with 
the wand tuft surveys made along the length of the diffuser indicate that 
the roughness suppresses the flow separation that was found in the smooth-
surface diffuser. In accordance with results previously discussed in the 
section entitled "Loss Coefficient," ·it is apparent that the over-all 
boundary-layer thickness 6 is less for configuration I than the other 
roughness configurations as well as the smooth- surface configuration. 
The velocity profiles in the tail pipe (station 7) shown in fig -
ures l 8 (b), 19(b), and 20 (b) for configurations I , II, and III, respec-
tively, all show evidence of the distorted velocity profiles measured 
at station 6 (figs . 18 (80), 19(a), and 20(a)) '''hich indicates that fully 
developed pipe flow is not yet established in the length of tail pipe 
provided. This observation is supported by the data of Peters (refer-
ence 5) which show that the length of tail pipe needed to attain fully 
developed pipe flow is more than twice that used in the current 
investigation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From the current investigation regarding the effect of surface 
roughness on the performance of a 230 conical diffuser with a 2 : 1 ratio 
of exit to inlet area and with a constant-area tail pipe 31 inlet diam-
2 
eters in length, with an inlet-boundary-layer thickness approximately 
5 percent of the inlet diameter, the following conclusions are drawn: 
1. The total-pressure-loss coefficients measured at the diffuser 
exit and the tail- pipe exit increased considerably as the extent of 
the roughness was increased in the downstream direction from the smooth 
condition to about 48 percent of the diffuser length . The total-pressure-
loss coefficients at both measuring stations diminished smoothly from a 
maximum value when about 48 percent of the diffuser length was roughened 
to a value measurably less than that measured at the tail- pipe exit for 
the smooth-surface diffuser, when the diffuser was almost fully roughened. 
2. The static-pressure recovery diminished as the extent of the 
roughness was increased from the smooth condition to the almost fully 
rough condition, at both the diffuser exit and the tail-pipe exit. 
3. For all configurations investigated, the total-pressure l osses 
increased continuously and the static-pressure recovery progressively 
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diminished as the inle t Mach nwnber wa s increased . For al l r oughness 
configurations investigated the r ate of increase of the tota l - pr essure-
loss coefficient with incr easing Mach nwnber, at both downstream meas -
uring stations , is essentially the same as that found in the smooth-
surface diffuse r at the tail- pipe exit . 
4. For all r oughne ss configurations investigated the flow in the 
diffuser was extremely steady over the entire speed r ange . 
5 . No e vidence of separ at ion was found within the diffuser for any 
of the r oughness configurations inve stigated. Reversed f l ow was not 
de tected at the measurement point closest to the wa ll for any of the 
roughness configurations . 
Langley Ae ronautica l Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va . 
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Figure 10.- Variation of diffuser effectiveness with inlet pressure ratio. 
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Fi gure 14.- Static-pressure distribution of diffuser. Configuration III . 
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Figure 18. - Boundary- layer velocity profiles for configuration I. 
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Figure 18 .- Concluded . 
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Figure 19 . - Boundary- layer veloci ty profiles for configuration II . 
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Figure 20 .- Boundary- layer velocity profiles for configuration III. 
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